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At a Glance

Over the past 25 years, China has systematically promoted the introduction and deployment of digital technologies in all areas of the social, economic and political life.

A cornerstone of China’s digital policy is the concept of cyber sovereignty, which shapes its domestic policy as well as its digital and cyber diplomacy on the international level. With this approach, China shapes the digital transformation while preserving and strengthening existing political structures.

In global circles, China is pushing for a state-centered, Westphalian understanding of sovereignty, in which the state holds ultimate authority in the digital space. Consequently, every state shall have the right to establish national online spaces and fully control content and data flows within its borders.

China has sought to realize this vision by growing its own regulatory and technological capabilities. It imposes greater controls on international data flows, online content and technology vendors, amongst others. It also focuses on further strengthening its autonomy and self-sufficiency in the digital realm in order to reduce dependencies on innovations from foreign digital providers, thus following the indigenisation approach.

Europe must find adequate answers to China’s rise as a digital power. To successfully achieve this goal and maximize the already very limited ways Europe has to influence the People’s Republic, understanding its digital policy is essential.
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Over the past 25 years, China has enthusiastically supported the adoption and expansion of digital technologies in all areas of social, economic and political life. While the country was a relative latecomer to connectivity, only gaining full access to the Internet in 1994, it now boasts over 900 million users, the world's largest online population. It is the only country with a digital economy comparable to that of the United States. Of the 30 largest Internet businesses by market value, nine are Chinese. Huawei has become the world's largest smartphone manufacturer, as well as a leader in 5G mobile infrastructure. China is a forerunner in numerous technologies, including online payment and e-commerce, and has ambitions to become a global leader in core technologies of the future, including artificial intelligence and quantum computing.

China has, however, achieved these successes without adopting the values of the free and open Internet as espoused in the West, which were considered crucial for the development of a successful digitised sector. Instead, from the late 1990s onward, successive measures were taken to control online content, the best-known of which is the Great Firewall, which filters and blocks undesired foreign websites. More recently, Beijing has taken active measures to advance local businesses and support homegrown technology, and currently pursues a policy of greater technological self-reliance. These measures are all elements of the policy principle of “cyber sovereignty” (wangliao zhuquan 网络主权). Although sovereignty concerning digital affairs only became part of policy jargon in 2010, it reflects a deep undercurrent in Chinese foreign policy that has existed since the earliest days of the People's Republic. In this view, it is the leadership’s task to ensure that China can achieve its development objectives without being subject to interference from foreign governments, particularly those “foreign hostile powers” who are deemed to conduct “strategies and plots to Westernise and divide our country” (Hu 2011).

By now, cyber sovereignty has become the cornerstone of China’s stance in global cyber diplomacy, as well as the animating principle for its domestic digital policies. It shapes China’s participation in international processes under the United Nations umbrella and organisations such as ICANN, as well as the formulation of regulations for content control, data protection, product certification and critical infrastructure protection. At the domestic level, it has become the cornerstone of increasingly stringent laws, regulations and policies that aim to enhance the Chinese government’s ability to control online processes, increasingly indigenise software and hardware value chains, and enhance strategic autonomy. Given China’s position as the emerging leader in the digital world, its interpretation of cyber sovereignty will inevitably impact the global cyber order. An accurate understanding of China’s objectives and concerns, its view of the cyber world and the challenges it faces, is essential for policymakers, businesses and observers in order to anticipate and respond to Beijing’s increasingly assertive stance. To this end, this report will survey three elements of China’s cyber sovereignty approach. First, it will discuss how the notion of sovereignty in cyberspace emerged historically, and how it shapes China’s broad
strategic agenda. Second, it will review how China has sought to reorient international cyber governance and diplomacy processes to better reflect this agenda. Lastly, it will assess how China has progressively attempted to realise the key tenets of cyber sovereignty domestically, focusing specifically on content control, data protection and the preferential treatment of domestic businesses.

1. Introduction

Some sections of this report draw on a previously published book chapter:
The Origins and Key Elements of China’s Conception of Cyber Sovereignty

While cyber sovereignty itself only became a widely used policy term in a 2010 governmental whitepaper, it draws on a long-held prioritisation of sovereignty in Chinese policy that emerged soon after the People’s Republic was founded in 1949. The Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, which are still the cornerstone of Chinese foreign policy, list ‘respect for national sovereignty’ first (Kent 2008). The roots for this stance lie in China’s often painful encounter with imperial powers, and its struggle to achieve modernisation. Throughout the second half of the 19th century, foreign military intrusion and growing domestic crises combined to erode the integrity of the Qing Empire. Successive generations of intellectuals and officials sought ways to first reform the imperial architecture, and after it fell, create a new governing structure to restore China to a position of “wealth and strength” (fuqiang, Schell and DeLury 2014). While this search included the importation and translation of Western political works, the experience of imperialist intrusion and China’s failure to regain German-held concessions at the Versailles conference drove political leaders away from the West and towards the newly established Soviet Union. Republican leader Sun Yat-sen reorganised his political party along explicitly Leninist lines, and the Chinese Communist Party was established with Soviet assistance in 1921, espousing an explicitly sovereignty-oriented and anti-imperialist foreign policy doctrine.

Where the initial project of sovereignty was to eliminate foreign imperialist authority and influence in China, the dynamics of 1989 created a new strategic environment, and concomitant challenges for Beijing. Both the wave of domestic protests and the rapid disintegration of the Soviet Union and its satellites rattled the CCP leadership, and maintaining political stability became the overarching concern animating party policy. Specifically, the leadership diagnosed that Western attempts at Peaceful Evolution and Ideological Diversion had been an important factor driving both the escalation of unrest at home, and eroding support for the socialist system in the Eastern Bloc. In the subsequent decades, it particularly came to see the United States as an existential threat: American support for regime change and colour revolutions across the globe would be seen in Beijing as a precursor to subversion in China. As the Party’s chief theoretical journal Qiushi put it: “As a Socialist country under the leadership of the Communist Party, China will face the pressure of Western containment and forcible change for a long time, and ideological infiltration is the main method of Western hostile forces to implement a strategy of westernisation and division in our country” (Qiushi 2013). To be sure, the objective of this narrative is to be politically useful, rather than historically accurate, and China has not always faithfully observed its own norm of non-interference. Nevertheless, it contains important pointers towards the CCP’s self-image that help interpreting the specifics of sovereignty in cyberspace.

China’s view of sovereignty explicitly rejects key, substantive elements of the post-Cold War worldview that had been dominated by liberal ideas, most notably the universality of human rights and democratisation (Zhang 2013), as well as the importance of international organisations empowered to interfere into countries’ domestic affairs. As digital technology emerged and grew in popularity and adoption, these pre-existing
policies were expanded to include the online world, focusing first on content. Invoking Cold War-era ideas concerning “Peaceful Evolution”, China views foreign media as part of an attempt at ideological intrusion, aimed at subverting the Party's authority. Over the years, concerns have broadened to encompass data, supply chain and critical infrastructure security, and the global internet governance architecture. Increasing technology-related tensions with the United States, as evidenced recently by US export sanctions against several Chinese businesses, have exacerbated Beijing's sense of urgency to attain strategic autonomy. But how is cyber sovereignty currently defined? The most comprehensive description can be found in the 2017 International Strategy on Cooperation in Cyberspace:

“As a basic norm in contemporary international relations, the principle of sovereignty enshrined in the UN Charter covers all aspects of state-to-state relations, which also includes cyberspace. Countries should respect each other's right to choose their own path of cyber development, model of cyber regulation and Internet public policies, and participate in international cyberspace governance on an equal footing. No country should pursue cyber hegemony, interfere in other countries' internal affairs, or engage in, condone or support cyber activities that undermine other countries' national security.

Upholding sovereignty in cyberspace not only reflects governments' responsibility and right to administer cyberspace in accordance with law, but also enables countries to build platforms for sound interactions among governments, businesses and social groups. This will foster a healthy environment for the advancement of information technology and international exchange and cooperation.

National governments are entitled to administer cyberspace in accordance with law. They exercise jurisdiction over ICT infrastructure, resources and activities within their territories, and are entitled to protect their ICT systems and resources from threat, disruption, attack and destruction so as to safeguard citizens' legitimate rights and interests in cyberspace. National governments are entitled to enact public policies, laws and regulations with no foreign interference. Countries should exercise their rights based on the principle of sovereign equality and also perform their due duties. No country should use ICT to interfere in other countries' internal affairs or leverage its advantage to undermine the security of other countries' ICT product and service supply chain.” (MFA 2017).

While China's definition of cyber sovereignty remains vague, the International Strategy on Cooperation in Cyberspace and accompanying documents nevertheless can be unfolded along four important dimensions.

The first is the target of sovereignty, or, who the claim of sovereignty is aimed at. On the one hand, China claims supreme national authority against foreign governments, rejecting the applicability of universal rights as well as foreign attempts to intervene in its own internal affairs. On the other hand, it targets non-governmental actors, including businesses, the technology community and civil society. This opposes the multi-stakeholder model for cyber governance that characterises institutions such as ICANN and the IETF, and which has been espoused by WSIS and the IGF. Instead,
China advocates that international cyber diplomacy and governance processes should be brought into the fold of the United Nations.

The second dimension is the nature of the sovereignty claim. On the one hand, it constitutes a claim to a specific legal entitlement: it should be recognised in international law that governments hold supreme authority within their national cyberspace. Yet in the absence of international agreement to that effect, China has also sought to develop the real-life capability to ensure its ability to uphold sovereignty.

The third dimension concerns the objectives of the pursuit of sovereignty, which primarily include territorialisation and indigenisation. With territorialisation, Beijing seeks to delineate its national boundaries in cyberspace, ensure that online processes affecting important Chinese interests take place within those boundaries, and unwanted activities can be barred from entering. Indigenisation, in turn, attempts to substitute foreign actors and technologies by homegrown equivalents, reducing reliance on the outside world and building a competitive digital sector.

The fourth dimension consists of the means to realise sovereignty, which can be divided into legal-regulatory tools that enhance territorialisation and indigenisation through rules governing digital activities, and policy support and investment instruments that directly support the development of China’s digital capabilities through mechanisms ranging from greater education, research and development funding to infrastructure construction, government procurement and the establishment of specific investment channels and vehicles.
In the international sphere, China’s push for sovereignty has, on the one hand, consisted of efforts to promote its stance in several ongoing diplomatic cyber governance processes, most notably in the United Nations, and on the other hand to push for the reform of existing organisations, such as ICANN and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), to align more closely with Chinese preferences. Throughout, China has been closely aligned with Russia, and these two countries are often considered as the core of a group of countries opposing the “like-minded” grouping of states formed by Western countries. In the beginning, a lack of diplomatic experience meant China was often a junior and more reticent partner in this relationship. More recently, however, China has become more vocal and assertive about its objectives and interests, even as it maintains a close diplomatic association with Moscow (Broeders et al. 2019).

In the United Nations, China has come quite a long way since the first rounds of UN GGE negotiations, where it had sent ill-prepared officials from the Trade Ministry to discuss tough security questions. It established a cyber coordination office within the Arms Control Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, with the express mandate to represent China in cyber diplomatic processes. Together with Russia and other fellow wayfarers, China managed to include in the 2013 UN GGE report stipulations concerning the recognition of the sovereignty principle and that “the international norms and principles that flow from it apply to state[s]’ conduct of ICT-related activities.” Yet in a subsequent round in 2017, disagreements concerning interpretations of international law on the use of force, self-defence, state responsibility and humanitarian obligations between the Western-orientated like-minded states on the one hand and China, Russia and Cuba on the other, led to a breakdown of the UN GGE mechanism. China voted against a 2018 US-sponsored resolution to instate a next GGE round (which was nonetheless passed), and supported a Russian initiative to establish the Open Ended Working Group (OEWG) on cyber affairs, potentially open to all UN members (Bozhkov 2020). At the first session of this OEWG, China submitted – for the first time – a detailed document outlining a broad agenda with demands going far beyond the classical cybersecurity debate, also including claims concerning supply chain security and the limitation of export bans (MFA 2019). At the same time, the Chinese government insisted that the participation of non-governmental organisations was limited to the greatest possible extent.

China similarly gained greater experience in other organisations. Its initial engagement with ICANN, for instance, was not always harmonious: Beijing boycotted ICANN’s Government Advisory Committee for years over disagreement on the status of Taiwan. More broadly, the multi-stakeholder nature of ICANN governance as well as its close relationship with the United States government rankled Beijing, leading it to advocate bringing ICANN into the fold of the United Nations’ International Telecommunications Union (Mueller 2012). Recognising the growing importance of China in global cyber affairs, ICANN and its officials went to considerable lengths to build confidence: ICANN opened its first Global Engagement Centre in Beijing in 2013, and then-CEO Fadi Chehadé joined the advisory council of the Wuzhen Initiative at China’s flag-
ship cyberspace event. China welcomed ICANN's transition away from US government oversight, even if the new solution stops short of China's preferred option. Nonetheless, China remains worried that the US government might still use residual control over ICANN to target the functioning of Chinese networks.

In terms of efficacy, China's track record in global cyber diplomacy presents a mixed picture. It has been successful in some respects, most notably in the inclusion of sovereignty-related language in the GGE. Moreover, it is often underestimated in the West how attractive the Sino-Russian project of anti-US hegemonism is to third parties, as evidenced by the broad support for telecommunication regulation reforms both countries proposed in the 2012 ITU meeting (Klimburg 2013). The OEWG similarly provides a space where, under the guise of sovereign equality of states, Beijing and Moscow believe they hold greater advantages. Yet at the same time, China's hard line reading of sovereignty has – ironically – pushed other countries to adopt similar positions. Where China has banned foreign content for years, concerns about data transfers to Beijing are now leading to debates about banning Chinese-developed apps such as TikTok in the US and European countries. As China is seeking to reduce reliance on imported technology, Huawei is equally facing increasing headwinds in global markets. As distrust between Beijing and Washington has grown, decoupling has become a major discussion topic in boardrooms and government departments. In other words, Beijing's strict insistence on sovereignty may well turn out to generate significant self-harming consequences. What this will mean for the future of the globally integrated Internet can only be speculated at this point, but some observers are already employing terms such as the Sino-US Tech Cold War, and Innovation Winter (Houser, forthcoming). While the brunt of these tensions lies across the Pacific, this will also have major consequences for Europe. Without a comprehensive digital industry of its own, European governments, at the national and EU level, will have to consider whether to deploy industrial policy to develop one, or have to rely on imported technology. This risks, in turn, the exacerbation of existing fault lines within the Union.
Defending Sovereignty at Home: Territorialisation and Indigenisation

To recapitulate: China’s perspective on sovereignty in cyberspace is mainly defensive: it serves to protect the integrity of China’s political, social and economic architecture against hostile subversion attempts by foreign governments, in particular the United States. At the international level, it seeks to steer away from a governance architecture characterised by strong substantive norms and powerful international institutions, towards a more Westphalian system based on national self-determination and non-interference. Even so, this stance has major international ramifications, as Beijing works to build diplomatic consensus with other nations sharing its view, as they successfully did at the 2012 World Conference on International Telecommunications. Moreover, regardless of circumstances at the international level, Beijing has initiated numerous domestic measures and policies over the past years to enhance its capabilities to realise sovereignty, either through regulatory means or through direct support and investment for education, research, development and industry. These measures either intend territorialisation, ensuring that online activities affecting China take place within its territories, and indigenisation, ensuring that they are performed by Chinese actors using Chinese technologies. This section will review these measures, as well as outline the international debates and trade-offs they involve.

Content

As then-CAC director Lu Wei stated in 2013, China views cyberspace as an extension of the physical world, implying that national borders exist in the virtual environment as well as in the real one (Lu 2013). Yet as the technical functioning of the Internet is geography-agnostic, China has had to erect technological and regulatory boundaries to keep certain processes out, and others in. The best-known of these is the Great Firewall. It was established in early 2000 as part of the Falun Gong crackdown, and has been repeatedly upgraded over the years to ensure that content and online tools that Beijing deems undesired, are not available to Chinese citizens. It blocks explicitly political content, such as references to Falun Gong, the Tibetan or Uyghur cause, and the events of June 1989. Numerous foreign media outlets reporting critically on China, such as the New York Times and the Guardian, have also successively become unavailable. In the wake of the Arab Spring and colour revolutions in ex-Soviet states, social media platforms that had been used in the organisation of these events were blocked (Griffiths 2019). Certain upgrades have also targeted circumvention software: particular commercial VPN services work less effectively around major national celebrations, and TOR, which enables anonymous and encrypted web access, does not function reliably from China.

Complementary to the technical functioning of the Great Firewall, a raft of laws and regulations effectively make it unlawful for foreign online content providers to operate in China. When China joined the WTO in 2001, its services schedule explicitly limited market access for many media-related activities. Subsequent regulations outlawed foreign participation in the production of news content, online publishing and
the provision of online content. As a result of these measures, no foreign operator has been able to acquire and maintain a significant presence on the Chinese market. Only a few foreign entries figure on a top 100 list of mobile apps as measured by market penetration (Jiguang n. d.). Instead, China’s online space is dominated by the home-grown giants Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent. In other words, content control measures not only generate direct political benefits, they have also created a favourable environment conducive to the development of domestic counterparts. These have developed a mutually beneficial strategic relationship with government, and assist the realisation of China’s developmental aim to move up the economic value chain.

Domain names and traffic

As indicated above, Chinese authorities have often viewed the architecture of the DNS as run by ICANN with suspicion. While pushing for reform at the international level, it has also taken several measures to mitigate the risk this architecture posed in Beijing’s view. Almost from the start, the management of domain names became a government affair, in contrast to the multi-stakeholder approach adopted elsewhere. In 1997, the newly established China Internet Network Information Centre (CNNIC), under the Chinese Academy of Sciences, became responsible for managing the Chinese aspects of the DNS, including administration of the .cn domain (Xue 2004). Successive regulations promulgated in 2002 and 2004 started to extend Chinese jurisdiction over the Domain Name System, referring consistently to “our country’s Domain Name System”. Not only did they encourage the adoption of Chinese-language domain names, they also applied pre-existing provisions on content censorship to domain names, and required providers to cease resolving DNS addresses upon request by public security departments (MII 2002; MII 2004). But perhaps most importantly, it unilaterally took the initiative to create an alternative system to handle Chinese-language domain names, which still remained globally compatible. While this system was operated relatively secretively at first, by 2006, the People’s Daily proudly boasted that “[Chinese] Internet users don’t have to surf the web via the servers under the management of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers of the United States” (Cited in Mueller 2012). Also, the continuing tensions over ICANN’s role led the Chinese government to subsidise research on something that came to be known as IPv9: a separate technical protocol that allows systems to be “independent of the US Internet but […] Internet compatible” (Wang and Shebzukhov 2019). Nevertheless, IPv9 seems not to play a role of any significance thus far.

New DNS regulations from 2017 illustrate the growing trend towards localisation. These regulations require entities running DNS root servers registered in China to locate their servers inside Chinese territory. Domain name registries must be based domestically, and the top-level domains these registries manage thus explicitly fall under Chinese jurisdiction. Domain name registrars equally must be Chinese entities running their systems within Chinese territory. Both registries and registrars must establish domestically-based emergency response systems and create localised back-ups of their databases (MIIT 2017). At the same time, there has been a certain degree of restraint. A draft version of these regulations contained a provision that “domain names with network access services within the borders” must register their domain name with a Chinese provider (MIIT 2016, Art. 37). These requirements have been
dropped in the final version, after they were widely seen as rendering all foreign websites in China unlawful. Even so, suspicions against foreign intelligence services’ surveillance capabilities led to the inclusion of an article in draft regulations on data protection published in May 2019, which require that domestic Chinese Internet traffic must be exclusively routed through Chinese territory (CAC 2019). The topography of China’s Internet, with only a limited number of international gateways, may facilitate the implementation of this requirement.

**Data**

Like governments worldwide, the Chinese leadership has become increasingly concerned about the negative effects resulting from the proliferation of online data collection and processing. In many cases, these effects are domestic, as in the case of online fraud and abuse, but the Snowden revelations also raised awareness about the potential harm from data flowing abroad. In response, Beijing started centralising its previously fragmented data protection regime, and explored the institution of strong data localisation requirements, as well as nationality requirements for data operators. Yet the exact categorisation of data to be protected, as well as the specific limitations on their export, have been subject to a to-and-fro between different regulators and stakeholders, as the need for protection is counteracted by both the economic harm from excessive limitations as well as the actual ability of government to implement and enforce data export rules.

This tension is evidenced by the tortuous development of China’s regulatory framework for data protection. The drafters of the CSL intended to oblige “critical information infrastructure operators” to store both individuals’ personal information and “other important data” within Chinese territory (NPC 2016). Yet the term “important data” remained undefined and was replaced with “important business data” in some intermediate drafts. Subsequent to the promulgation of the CSL, there have been successive draft data protection regulations addressing the question of data localisation and export, often going far beyond the original mandate from the CSL. 2017 draft data export regulations, for instance, not only covered critical infrastructure operators, but every “network operator”, the owner of a network, a manager, and a network service provider” (CAC 2017). A subsequent draft regulation from 2019 required all network operations to conduct security assessments before exporting personal data, and to file such operations with provincial cybersecurity authorities. They also sharply curtailed data collection by foreign entities, obliging them to go through a local representative or organisation (CAC 2019A). The 2020 draft Data Security Law is largely silent on the question of cross-border data flows and localisation, containing only vague provisions that enable the government to implement export limitation measures, and which require approval for the transmission of data on request of foreign law enforcement bodies. It also explicitly established authority for China to retaliate against “any country or region that adopts discriminatory prohibitions, limitations or other such measures toward the People’s Republic of China with respect to investment or trade related to data, data development and use, or technology” (NPC 2020).

Even so, none of these regulatory drafts has been adopted at the time of writing. The tortuous trajectory of data localisation over the past years illustrates the difficult
balance regulators seek to strike. There are, on the one hand, clear political and eco-
nomic incentives to localise Chinese data: it is deemed to provide a defence against
overseas intelligence gathering, as well as spur the development of the Chinese cloud
industry. On the other hand, particularly where it comes to important data, there are
considerable costs to maintaining an overly broad definition as well: enforcement
resources might become spread so thin that meaningful protection is not achieved,
or business is throttled through excessive red tape. With the predicted adoption of
5G and IoT technologies, these considerations will only grow in complexity.

**Industrial policy**

Across the board, the Chinese government has adopted industrial policy and invest-
ment measures aimed at accelerating the capacity build-up of its domestic digital
industry. On the basis of highly detailed policy plans, it has developed special fund-
ing vehicles and financial support structures for the information sector, and provided
the physical infrastructure it believes necessary. Domestic players receive preferen-
tial treatment in government procurement processes, and efforts in the field of digital
standardisation are seen as a way to gain greater clout in the global digital space. With
this support, and by leveraging the vast size of the domestic market, Chinese technol-
yogy companies are now more competitive than ever with their foreign counterparts in
numerous sectors, growing economic benefits while simultaneously reducing Chinese
reliance on foreign technology.

In some areas, such as encryption, the use of domestic technology has been man-
dated for years. The Multi-Level Protection System (MLPS) for cybersecurity required
high-priority networks to use domestic cybersecurity technology and cybersecurity
monitoring contractors. In successive cases, Chinese authorities attempted to make
domestic technology and security standards mandatory, including the encryption
standards WAPI and ZUC, as well as the 3G standard TD-SCDMA. In recent years, the
formulation of technology and cybersecurity standards has become more systema-
tised. Technical Committee 260 in charge of developing cybersecurity standards, has
issued over 300 separate draft standards, many of which have since taken effect.
While these standards are technically not legally binding, Chinese courts and author-
ities nevertheless see them as best industry practices, giving them de facto a similar
effect. In other cases, technical standards are incorporated into regulations by refer-
ence, vicariously making them legally binding. The extent to which foreign businesses
can influence standard-setting in China is limited: a limited number of companies,
including Microsoft, Cisco and Intel, were invited to join Technical Committee 260 as
late as 2016. They are only allowed in five of the eight Working Groups, and barred
from those addressing encryption, classified information system security, and the
information security standard system. In at least one case, a standard initiative was
moved from an "open" Working Group to a “closed” one after opposition by the for-
mer’s foreign members (Sacks and Li 2018).

Escalating Sino-US tensions also influenced measures aimed at mitigating vulnerability
to foreign technologies. Draft measures from 2019 that create a mandatory security
review process for technology used in critical infrastructure, identify both the possibil-
ity of factors such as “politics, diplomacy and trade” to disrupt the controllability, secu-
riority and supply chain integrity of products or services, as well as “situations in which product or service providers are funded, controlled, etc., by foreign governments” as priority concerns in cybersecurity reviews (CAC 2019B). Moreover, the Chinese government announced it might create an “unreliable entity list”, sanctioning foreign businesses boycotting or cutting off supplies to Chinese companies for non-commercial purposes. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs explicitly connected the actual introduction of this list with the extent to which Sino-American trade ties improved. US trade sanctions have also incentivised Chinese businesses to accelerate innovation: Huawei has prepared by developing or sourcing alternatives for technologies it might not be able to access reliably in the future, such as particular chipsets, and the Google Android operating system. As a plan B, Huawei developed HarmonyOS, a multi-platform system that might replace Android not only in smartphones, but in all kinds of connected devices. Given Huawei’s global market share, this would be a severe blow to the existing duopoly of Google and Apple.

Yet even if Chinese policymakers agree in principle on sovereignty and foreign technology, the specific way to do so is often a matter of dispute. One example is the controversy surrounding a specific Windows version for government systems. In the summer of 2017, Ni Guangnan, a member of the Chinese Academy of Engineering and a prominent advocate for the development of indigenous operating systems claimed that this version should remain outside government procurement and more broadly, that government operating systems should be “indigenous and controllable” (Ni 2017). In response, Wang Jun, General Engineer at one of the approved third party security evaluators, the CNITSEC, stated that the cybersecurity review regime does not discriminate on the basis of nationality, and that replacing Windows with an indigenous alternative would “not necessarily [be] the best choice” (Transpacific 2017). In contrast, Wang hailed the fact that the government edition was developed by a Sino-US joint venture, in which Microsoft cooperated with CETC, with the aim of providing software that better responds to user needs and security requirements. Lastly, Wang argued that domestic operating systems might not necessarily provide a more secure alternative, merely that the risk profile might be somewhat different. This debate encapsulates many of the key points surrounding the technology substitution question in China, many of which are non-ideological or political. Some businesses, such as CETC, fare well through technological openness, others would do better if foreign competitors were absent from the market. In many cases, foreign technology is better than Chinese alternatives, and even a Huawei executive has indicated the virtuous effects of competition on innovation and security provide a strong reason to maintain openness. The existing installed base of foreign technology and integration with other systems means “rip-and-replace” might be very costly.

Lastly, central and local Chinese authorities have established various ways to facilitate businesses to obtain funding, as well as lucrative contracts and subsidies. By 2016, over 900 government-guided funds had been established, with an investment capital of USD 347 billion. As a complement to government investment, a new Science and Technology Innovation Board was set up within the Shanghai Stock Exchange, enabling fundraising among private investors. In the area of 5G, which lies at the heart of tensions between China and its major trading partners, state-owned telecommunications operator China Mobile granted over half the contracts for its 5G equipment to Huawei, and specific policy plans often indicate local content targets in various sectors and net-
work systems. Sometimes, state-run media outlets target foreign businesses in order to pressure them towards greater compliance, or to send political signals. The technology sector is no exception. In July 2019, Apple was targeted on national radio for allegedly allowing fake reviews to appear on its App Store. This compounded an already negative picture of Apple in China: Apple's smartphone share plummeted from a high of 27 per cent in 2015 to five per cent in late 2019. Huawei not only took 42 per cent of the Chinese domestic market at that time, it also had surpassed Apple as the second largest smartphone manufacturer worldwide. Partly, this may be due to political influence and nationalism among Chinese buyers, but the rapidly growing quality and feature set of Huawei's more competitively priced handsets is likely to be at least as important. Yet, the difficulties that are still facing Chinese businesses in gaining parity with their foreign counterparts should not be underestimated. China still lags behind in software and hardware components ranging from PC operating systems to semiconductors, chip manufacturing equipment to business software.
Conclusion

In cyberspace as well as in real space, the Chinese leadership has designated that maintaining sovereignty – supreme authority over domestic territory – is the cornerstone of its governance approach. This is largely driven by the perception of liberal values not as a universal set of values, but as a hegemonic tool in the pursuit of western powers. As such, China does not perceive liberal values as an end of history, but as an existential threat to the integrity and stability of the Chinese political system. It has sought to enshrine this in norms and agreements at the international level, and has taken considerable steps domestically to ensure sovereign capability, even in the absence of a global consensus. As China’s technological development levels and sophistication have grown, it has increasingly been able to territorialise and indigenise large swathes of its digital economy and online space. Foreign suppliers, conversely, have seen their market opportunities shrink. As tensions with the United States increase, which they are likely to do, it can be expected that the impetus for a stronger assertion of sovereignty will continue to grow as well.

However, as much as the sovereignty drive has been a consequence of the increased threat from or tensions with the United States, it has also been a contributing factor. As the climate for foreign businesses has grown progressively more difficult and contentious, support for engagement with China has decreased among the corporate community, one of the relationship’s key stakeholders. Furthermore, concerns about potential risks emanating from the growing global footprint of Chinese businesses has led governments across the developed world to reconsider the extent of Chinese participation in their own domestic markets. China’s use of technology for domestic surveillance and control purposes, particularly in the region of Xinjiang, have exacerbated an already downward trend in perceptions of China in Europe and North America. Even without sometimes explicitly calling it so, governments are considering and taking measures in defence of their own sovereignty in ways not too dissimilar from China’s approach. Huawei is facing growing difficulties to sell into Western markets, with the United Kingdom being just the latest of a series of governments that banned its participation in 5G networks. The US government is taking steps to limit the use of Chinese-owned mobile apps, most notably TikTok and WeChat. India equally banned TikTok, after border clashes with the Chinese military.

Consequently, decoupling in the digital domain has turned quickly from a policy buzzword to an incipient reality – potentially (and ironically) in a manner that may be very harmful to China. As a result of decades of comparatively borderless development, in which software, hardware and online services, their supporting business sectors and infrastructures, and flows of data and information are intertwined in complex ways. Yet from a primarily economic realm, the digital sphere has now become, for many countries, a key national security issue, ranging beyond traditional considerations such as military affairs. As the US action against TikTok demonstrates, social and even identity issues now also fall under the security umbrella. The resulting escalating trend of rapidly rising sovereign boundaries in cyberspace has the potential to change
this landscape beyond recognition. While one can only speculate as to how cyber-
space might function in a decade’s time, these changes will likely come at significant
financial cost, and run the risk of further exacerbating the Sino-American conflict.

Europe already faces the challenge of finding its place in this bipolar reality. Regard-
less of whether the term sovereignty will come to be accepted as a foundational norm
within the language of international law and global governance in the digital realm,
current state practice de facto suggests that this is the case. Yet without countervailing
efforts at maintaining some degree of co-existence, interoperability and compatibility,
as well as towards generating greater trust, the price of establishing Westphalian-style
sovereignty in the digital realm will be high.

This creates a quandary with regard to necessary future strategy in Europe. On the
one hand, it is clear that China will not meaningfully change course or tactics with
regard to the core of its economic and political digital agenda. Consequently, any
influence that can be brought to bear is not going to affect more than the margins.
On the other hand, cooperation with China is inevitable, and indeed necessary,
both in the cyber domain as well as concerning global issues beyond – most nota-
bly climate change. Yet Europe has not been accustomed to making tough geopo-
litical decisions since at least the end of the Cold War, and must now learn that it
cannot have it all its own way. For that reason, Europe needs to be pragmatic in its
relationship with Beijing. China will follow its own trajectory, with only very limited
reference to Europe’s desires. Europe should thus define and prioritise its strategic
interests, so its scarce political capital is spent in those areas closest to its vital
interests, where progress can be made. Europe must also learn that the answer to
many “China problems” lies not in Beijing, but its own capitals. Europe should take
initiative on its own terms, and decide itself what it needs to safeguard and enhance
its own strategic autonomy. Developing policies to achieve those goals will, however,
require the mobilisation of considerable political will and resources, and is inevitably
going to come at a cost.

Consequently, Europe must get its own house in order. At the multilateral level,
Europe, both at the Union and individual state level, should lead through example
and project itself as a successful and competent model for international rules-based
governance. As a collection of small and mid-size states, it is in Europe’s interest to
promote a norm-based order in the digital realm, strengthening international institu-
tions and governance structures. Where possible, this should be done with partners
around the globe. It would also provide a competitive alternative to the Chinese
approach that might be attractive to third countries around the world.

Lastly, it must be recognised that the China challenge is primarily an intellectual
one. This has two main components. First, European decision-makers must develop
a greater understanding of the geopolitical landscape that exists today. The “end of
history” has – ironically – ended, and liberal democracy or market economics have
not realised their universal aspirations. Certainly, the rise of China as a technologi-
cal power presents many Western policymakers and business people with a reality
they never imagined possible. Coming to terms with, and effectively responding to
the challenges set by current circumstances cannot rely on simply reasserting old
ideas, but requires a greater consideration of how these can be realistically imple-
mented in today’s complex environment. Second, a greater understanding of China’s worldview and functioning among European decision-makers is crucial. Thus far, levels of China-related expertise across governments and businesses are lamentable, and decisions are often made on the basis of pre-existing attitudes, speculations or extrapolations, while opportunities may be missed. This is not only important for more effective engagement with China. To be sure, a better understanding of Chinese strategic thinking, security concerns as well as the alignment of Chinese domestic stakeholders could facilitate more successful dialogue in a number of areas. Nonetheless, greater understanding does not necessarily lead to greater agreement. Yet, even outside the realm of direct bilateral relations, improved China knowledge will provide the evidentiary basis for more targeted and successful responses to China and the challenges it poses.
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